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1. The TSB held its fifth meeting of 1976 on 29-30 Mirch. The report of the
fourth meeting was approved and has been circulated to the Textiles Comittee in
document CO.T'X/SB/160.

2. Thve TSB had receied from Switzerland a notification concerning the recent
changes in the surmveillance syste applied by it to textile imports. This information
was supplied in the framewaork of Switzerlnd's notifications under Articles 2:1 and
2:em4 o the ArrManEg.nBt -see CO2TX/SF62 and 85). At the reqBuest of the TSEa
Srscsm delegation2or before it at this meeting to explain theh purpose and te nature
of the changes madem in the syste. They also replied to questionbs put by. memers
with respect to certain aspects of the modified system. Foellowing the rview the
TSB agred to circulated this notification to participating countries in the
Arrangeent for their information. This has been umentdone in doMcient COITEX1/SB/85/Add.î
3. The TSB addressed mitself to the reit it mhad received frommLttethe Textiles oie
cocerning the detailed analysis of the operationm of the Arrangeomint since its cang
into force. The miTSB had a prelinary exchange of views on how such an analysis
adcould boe,st be mtere alia,to shw in the various elements amgreed by the Comittee.
In the course of the disc'ussion, the TSB s attention was drawn to the lack of data
available, particularly faorv sucsh qmuantittime asessents as ight be relevant to
its work. In this reelspect, it was ft that the participating countries would have
to co-opfuerate fully in rnishing all the required data promptly.

4. The tTB would reverbto this meatteer angt its n0t motirto consider within its
remit from the Textiles Committee and in the urlight osf ssits fther dicuion, a
detailed outline for its analysis.
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